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CUSTOM BUILDER
McPhee Associates of Cape Cod

Rob McPhee believes that a key component of any new
home or renovation project is a good working relationship with the client. “When selecting a builder for a project, it is important to choose someone you trust,” says
McPhee, president of McPhee Associates of Cape Cod.
Founded in 1972, the East Dennis-based company has
had a successful run for more than 40 years. McPhee
says a part of that success is due to an understanding
that any project—whether a new home, an addition, or a
renovation—starts with an honest conversation.

“...it is important to choose someone you trust.”
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“It begins with establishing a realistic baseline,” McPhee
says. “We need to know what the client wants their home
to look like. We talk about the things that are important
to them. From there, we put together a proposal that includes a detailed specification list.”

No matter the scope of the project—large or small—
McPhee Associates is there to assist their clients
through the entire process. McPhee says the relationship he has with his customers does not end when the
project is complete. “You want someone who is going to
support you from the design phase through construction and afterward.”
McPhee has seen a lot of changes over the years in the
industry and regarding the Cape itself. “There are a lot
more regulations and there have been a lot of changes to the building codes,” he says. “Because of these
changes and the lack of available land, many people are
choosing to buy existing homes and renovate rather
than build new structures.”
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When it comes to real estate, McPhee
says the old adage of “location, location, location,” still rings true today.
He adds that when customers seek
out a certain location, and opt to buy
an existing home there and renovate
it to meet the needs of their lifestyle,
at the end of the day, they will enjoy
their home. “More people are coming here for the lifestyle and the location,” he says.
Because of the trust that the company has established with its clients
over the years, McPhee Associates
has expanded its offerings to also
include property management services.
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“We are taking kitchen design, style, and function to a higher level”
HINCKLEY
HINCKLEY
HOME CENTER
HOME
CENTER

VINEYARD
HOMECENTER
CENTER
HOME

138 Route 137
P.O. Box 1819
East Harwich, MA 02645

454 State Road
P.O. Box 2128
Vineyard Haven, MA 02568

Phone: (508) 432-8014
Fax: (508) 432-5011

Phone: (508) 693-3227
Fax: (508) 693-6384

hinckleyhomecenter.com

vineyardhomecenter.com
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Energy-Efficient Comfort
For Any Space

Mitsubishi Diamond Dealer

Design • Maintenance • Construction • Stonework • Conservation

• Energy-efficient heating
• 1-day Installations
• Rebates up to $500

Providing excellent residential & commercial air conditioning,
heating and ventilation services to Cape Cod at fair prices.

Make A Lasting Impression
Providing quality craftmanship based on intuitive design to
Cape Cod homeowners and businesses since 1979,
with attention to detail that is second to none.

79 School Street • West Dennis, MA
508-394-0005 • www.capecodmms.com

508-255-4773 • PonderosaCapeCod.com

Relax

The
Mariner’s
Cross
u
Our sterling silver anchor cross
is a traditional sign of hope and
strength, exclusively from
The East Wind Silver Co.

“No matter how big or small the
project, a home needs maintenance,”
McPhee says. “We had so many clients who owned second homes on
the Cape asking us to do a variety of
maintenance services that we decided to add property management to
our list of services.”

a surprising gallery where fine sterling jewelry meets art since 1999

THE EAST WIND SILVER CO., LTD.
878 Main Street • Chatham, MA 02633
888.800.9033 • www.eastwindsilver.com
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Like the unique homes they build,
the company’s management service is also customized. “We do everything from checking on homes
when clients are away, to cleaning
gutters, to draining irrigation pipes,”
McPhee says. “We have a baseline
service that we offer and clients can

tailor their management contract
from there. We can personalize the
service for each homeowner.”

EXPERIENCE IS EVERYTHING

McPhee’s customers can be assured that when it comes to a project, whether large or small, the
service they receive will be personal—tailored to meet their own unique
needs. And providing that service,
McPhee says, is what brings him the
most satisfaction.
“I really enjoy the excitement of
working with a customer from the
design phase to their move into a
home,” McPhee says.

Magnum Moving & Storage
Cape Cod’s moving and storage professionals for 35 years
508-255-7278 • magnummoving.com • Proud Partner of Habitat For Humanity
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